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INTERPOSITION AND LATTICE CONES OF FUNCTIONS

BY

JÖRG BLATTER AND G. L. SEEVER(!)

ABSTRACT.   A lattice cone of functions on a set X is a convex cone

of bounded real-valued functions on X which contains the constants and which

is closed under the lattice operations.   Our principal results concern the rela-

tion between closed lattice cones on a set X and certain binary relations, called

inclusions, on the power set of X.  These results are applied to interposition

problems, Császár compactifications of quasi-proximity spaces, the compactifi-

cation of Nachbin's completely regular ordered topological spaces, and a prob-

lem in best approximation.

1.  Introduction and basic definitions.  Let AT be a set, and let K, L and M

be subsets of BiX), the space of all bounded real-valued functions on X. We say

that K interposes the pair (Z,, M) if whenever f EL, g EM and / < g (i.e. fix)

< gix) for all x E X) there is an h E K such that / < ft < g.  In the case that K,

L and M are closed lattice cones (o/ functions) on X, that is, closed(2) convex

cones in B{X) which contain the constant functions and are closed under the lat-

tice operations, we shall obtain a condition necessary and sufficient for K to in-

terpose (Z,, M). This condition is stated in terms of certain binary relations,

called inclusions, on 2X (= set of all subsets of X) which are associated with K,

L and M.  An inclusion^) on X is a binary relation -< on 2X which satisfies:

(I,)  For all ,4 C X, 0 < A and A < X,

(I2) A<B=>A CB,
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(2) B(X) is always taken to be equipped with the topology of uniform convergence.

(3) This term is of our own coinage.   Inclusions, under the name topogenous orders,

and idempotent inclusions, under the name topogenous structures, were introduced by

Csaszar who has investigated them in great detail [6|, although from a different point of

view than ours.   In particular, portions of the Characterization Theorem (below) are implicit

in Chapter 12 of |6]. Copyright© 1976. American Mathematical Society
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(13) AUB<C<=*A<C and B<C,

(14) C<A CiB<=>C <A and C< B,

and < is called an idempotent inclusion if it also satisfies

(ls)A<B=* lCCX3A<CmdC<B.

An inclusion -<onI induces on B(X) a binary relation, also denoted by *<, as

follows.

f< g *=* {x: f(x) >s} < {x: g(x) > r} whenever r, s G R, r < s.  Note

that for A, B C X, A < B iff lA < \B (= characteristic function of B). We de-

note by C(X,<) the set of all /G B(X) such that f<f.  Our basic result con-

cerning interposition is the

Interposition Theorem.  Let X be a set and let < be an inclusion on X.

Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) < is idempotent.

(b) For f, g E B(X), whenever f <g there is an ft G C(X, ■<) such that f

<h<g.

The relationship between inclusions and lattice cones is given by the

Characterization Theorem.   Let X be a set, < an idempotent inclusion

on X, and let K be a lattice cone on X.

(i) C(X, <) is a closed lattice cone on X, and for A, B C X, A <B iff

there isanfE C(X, <) such that \A <f<\B.

(ii) 77ie binary relation ~<K on 2X defined by

A<KB*=>lfEK3lA<f<lB,

is an idempotent inclusion on X and C(X, <K) = c\(K), the closure ofK.

The Interposition and Characterization Theorems were announced in [3].

They will be proved in §2. We shall make a number of applications of these

theorems. The first of these applications will be interposition theorems and are

to be found in §3. In this Introduction we limit ourselves to a single example.

First, we need the notion of the product of two inclusions. For -<j and <2 in-

clusions on a set X, the product of -<j and <2 is the binary relation -<j x <2 on

2X defined by

A<x *<2B*=*lCCX3A<i CandC<2B.

Note that the product of two inclusions is again an inclusion and that an inclu-

sion < is idempotent iff ■< x ■< = <—thus the term. Now let K, L and M be

closed lattice cones on a set X.  Then K interposes (L, M) iff <L x <M C <K.

In case K = L n M, the condition "<L x <M C <K " can be replaced by "<L x

~<M is idempotent". As a special case we have the following
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Theorem. Let X be a topological space, K the set of bounded continuous

functions on X, L the set of upper semicontinuous functions on X, and M the

set of lower semicontinuous functions on X.

(i) iTong-Katetov [23], [24], [10],\\\\)K interposes (Z,, M) iff Xis

normal.

(ii) iStone \22\)K interposes (M, L) iffX is extremally disconnected.

In §4 we use the Characterization Theorem plus some ideas from func-

tional analysis to prove Császár's compactification theorem [6, Chapter 16] for

quasi-proximity spaces. A quasi-proximity spaced) is a pair iX, 8) consisting of

a set X and a quasi-proximity 8 on X, that is, a binary relation on 2X which sat-

isfies:

(Qj)  For A EX, 0 8 A and A 8 0 (5 denotes the negation of 5).

(Q2) A C\B± 0 *A8B.

(Q3) AUB8C*=*A8CorBSC.

(Q4)  C8AUB<=*C8A or C8B.

(Qs) A 8B => 3C C X 3A 8 C and (X ~ C) 8B.

The notions of quasi-proximity and idempotent inclusion are equivalent in that

if 5 (resp. -<) is a quasi-proximity (resp. idempotent inclusion) on X, then the

relation ■< (resp. 8) on 2X defined by

(IQ) A<B*=>A8~iX~B)

is an idempotent inclusion (resp. quasi-proximity) on X.   For 5 a quasi-proximity

on X, we define CiX, 8) to be CiX, -<), < the idempotent inclusion defined by

S via (IQ). Also via (IQ) we shall speak of the quasi-proximity defined by a lat-

tice cone K on X:  the quasi-proximity corresponding to the idempotent inclu-

sion -<£ defined in the Characterization Theorem.

Now let iX, 8) be a quasi-proximity space. iX, 8) has a natural topology—

as it turns out, the smallest topology on X which renders continuous the mem-

bers of CiX, 5)-which we denote by r(5), and all topological notions concerning

(X, 5) refer to this topology. A compactification of iX, 8) is a pair ((Y, rf), k)

consisting of a compact Hausdorff quasi-proximity space (K, r¡) and a mapping

k: X—*- y such that
• k is a quasi-proximity embedding, i.e. A 8 B iñk[A]t¡ k[B],

• k [X] is dense in Y.

The Csaszar Compactification Theorem states that iX, 8) has a compactification

and, up to equivalence (defined in §4), only one.

(4) Quasi-proximity spaces were introduced by Pervin (17). Pervin's definition was

not quite correct in that Proposition 4.5 does not follow from his definition. Steiner [21 )

filled the gap in Pervin's definition and proved 4.5.
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In §5 we use the Császár Compactification Theorem to describe the order

compactifications and Nachbin compactifications of Nachbin 's completely regular

ordered topological spaces [15].  Since quite a number of definitions are required

before these compactification theorems can be stated, we limit our discussion

here to the remark that they are modelled on and carry as a special case Smirnov's

description, in terms of certain proximities(s), of the topological compactifica-

tions of a completely regular topological space [19], [20].

In §6 we conclude the paper with an approximation theorem which ex-

tends a theorem of Nachbin [15, Appendix, §5, Theorem 6].  Namely, if AT is a

set, X0 a subset of X, K a closed lattice cone on X, and if K0 = {k G K: k is 0

onAf0}, then for any fEB(X), there is a k0 E K0 such that ||/-A:0|| =

infill/- k\\: k G K0}. Nachbin proved this theorem for the case that X is a

compact Hausdorff space, X0 — 0, and B(X) is replaced by C(X). If in our set-

up one takes X0 to be 0, then our result follows easily from Nachbin's. Nachbin

also gave a formula for inf{||/- k\\: k E K0}. We shall give a distance formula

in terms of the quasi-proximity defined by K and show that in Nachbin's set-up

our formula reduces to his.

2.  Proofs of the interposition and characterization theorems. We collect

all the elementary facts about inclusions that we shall need in the following

2.1. Proposition. Let X be a set and let -< be an inclusion on X.

(i) A C B <CCD =>A<D.

(ii) Ax <BV A2 <B2 =>AX r\A2<Bl n B2 and Al UA2<Bl UB2.

(iii) (Forf, g,h,kE B(X)),f<g <h<k~f<k.

(iv) fyg<h<=>f<handg<h.

(v) h<fAg<=*h<fandh<g.

(vi) f1<gl,f2< Si *>f\ Nft<gif\ii andfx V f2< gxM g2.

(vii) /, < gv f2 < g2 =*/, + f2<gx +g2-

(viii) f< g, 0 < a E R => af < ag.

(ix) // {/„}„eN and te„}„eN are sequences in B(X) which converge,

respectively, to fand g, and if fn < gn for all n E N, then f <g.

(x) // 0 </G B(X), 0 < t E R, and if A < {x: f(x) > t\, then t\A < f.

Proof,  (i) A U B = B < C and so by (I3) A < C. A < C = C n D and

so by (I4) A < D.

(ii)  By(i) Ay HA2<Bl and ,4, C\A2<B2. By (I4) A{ C\A2<BX

n B2. Likewise one sees that Ax U A2"K Bx U B2.

(5) A proximity is a symmetric quasi-proximity, i.e. A 6 B -» B 5 A.   This definition

of proximity is due to Efremovic" [8], [9] although the general idea dates back to F. Riesz'

[181 address to the 1908 International Congress of Mathematicians.
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(iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) follow, respectively, from (i), (I3), (I4) and (ii).

(vii)  Let r, s E R, r < s.   Set e = (s - r)/3. We assert that

(1) {*= if x +/2X*) > *} c  U {*: A(*) > s - ne} n {*: /2(x) > (n - l)e}.
nez

Let (/i + /2)(*) > &   Let « 6 Z be such that s - (n - l)e > /,(x) > s - ne.

/2(x) > s - /j(x) > s - (s - (n - l)e) = (n - 1>. Thus (1) holds. For «eZ,

{*: /,(*) > s - ne] < {x: g¿x) >s-(n + l)e},

[x: f2ix) > (B - l)e} -< {x: *2(*) > (n - 2)e}

and so by (ii) we have

{*: /,(*) > s - ne} n {*: /2(x) > (n - l)e}

■< {x: *,(*) >s-in + m n {x: g2ix) > (n - 2)e}.

Clearly,

{x: gl(x) >s-in + l)e} n {x: ft(x) > (n -2)e} C {jc: (^ + g2)ix) >s-3e}

= {x-igi +g2Xx)>r}

and so by (i) and (2) we have

{x: /,(jc) >s-ne}n {x: f2(x) > (n - l)e} -< {x: fe, + g2)ix) >r}.

Since /j and /2 are bounded, all but a finite number of the sets which appear in

the union in (1) are empty. By (I3) (plus a simple induction)

U {x: /,(x) >s-ne}n [x: f2(x) > in - l)e} < {x: igx + g2)ix) > /•}.
nez

By (1) and (i) {x: (/, +/2)(x) > s) < {x: fe, + ¿r2)(x) > r}.

(viii) is trivial.

(ix)  Let r, s E R, r < s.   Set e = (s - r)/3.  Let n E N be such that

\\f-fn\LUg-gn\\<e.

[x: fix) >s}C {x: fH(pc) >s - e} < {x: gnix) >s-2e}

C {x: gix) >s-3e}= [x: gix) > r}.

(x) Set B = {x: fix) >t}. By hypothesis \A < \B and so by (viii) t\A

<t\B. Since t\B </, it follows from (iii) that t\A < f.

2.2. Proof of the Interposition Theorem. We first dispose of the

simple implication "(b) =» (a)".  Let A, B C X, A < B.   \A< \B so that by (b)

there is an / E CiX,<) such that \A </< 1B. Set C= {x: fix) > &}. AC

{x: fix) > %} < C < {x: fix) > %} C B and so by 2.1(i) A<C<B.
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Now suppose (a) holds.  Let /, g G B(X), f<g.   If a, ß G R, a > 0, and if

ft G C(X,<) is such that a(f + ß) <ft < u(g + ß), then h/a-ßE C(X,<) and

/ < ft/a - ß < g.  Thus we may assume that / > 0 and that g(x) < 1 for all x E

X.   Suppose for the moment that we have constructed a sequence {A„}neN m

B(X) such that for each n E N,

(1) 0<ft„<l,

(2) hn<g + 2'n,

(3) {x: hn(x) >(k + 1)12"} < {x: h„(x) > k/2"), all fc G Z,

(4) {x: fix) >(k + l)/2"} < {x: hn(x) > fc/2"}, all k E Z,

(5) h„-3-2-n-i<hn+l<hn+3-2-"-1.

By (5) {^„}„en converges, say to ft, and by (5) and 2.1(ix) ft -< ft.  By (2) and

2.1(ix) ft <g and hence ft <£.  We assert that ft„ + 2~"+1 >/for all «.   Let

xEX.  Let fc G Z be such that £/2" > hn(x) >(k- l)/2". By (4) f(x) <

(k + l)/2" < hn(x) + 2~n+1. Thus / < A < s and A G C(Z, <).

We now construct the sequence {A„}„eN. Set Aj = 0. (l)-(4) hold for

n — 1. Suppose At,. .. , hm have been chosen such that (l)-(4) hold for 1 <

n <m and (5) for 1 < n < m.  For kEZ, set

Ak = {x: f(x) >(k + l)/2m + 1} U {x: hjx) > (k + 2)/2m + 1},

Bk = {x: g(x) >(k- l)/2m + 1} n {*: hm(x) > (k - 3)/2m + 1}.

The first step in the construction ofhm + l is to show that

(6) Ak<Bk.

Since /-<£,

{*: /(*) > (À: + l)/2m +1} -< {*: g(» > (k - \)\2m +!},

and since ftm •< g + 2_m,

By(i3)

(7) Ak<{x:g(x)>(k-l)l2m + 1}.

Let / G Z be such that it - 1 < 2/ < fc

{*: /(*) > (k + l)/2m + *} C {*: f(x) > j/2m }

-< {x: hm(x) >(j- l)/2m} C {x: hm(x) >(k- 3)/2m + 1}.

{*: hm(x) >(k + 2)/2m + 1} C {*: hm(x) > (j + l)/2m}

< [x: hm(x) >j/2m} C {x: hm(x) > (k - 3)/2m + 1}.
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Again by (I3)

(8) Ak<{x:hmix)>ik-3)l2m + i}.

We now obtain (6) from (7), (8) and (I4). We next construct C0.G2m + 1

C X such that

(9) Ak<Ck<Bk,      k = 0.2m + 1,

(10) Ck<Ck_„      k=\.2m + 1.

Since ■< is idempotent, there is a C0 C X such that AQ< C0<BQ. Suppose p

< 2m + 1 and CQ, . . . ,Cp have been chosen in accordance with (9) and (10).

AP+i<Bp+i and Ap+i c Ap < CP so that Ap+l <CpnBp+1. Thus there

is a Cp+l C X such that Ap + l < Cp + i < Cp n Bp + l. Thus we can find C0,

.... C2m + 1 which satisfy (9) and (10).  Set

2m + l

fc=l "

Clearly, Am + 1 satisfies (1). For each k, Ck < {x: ig + 2"m~1)(jc) > k/2m + l}

and so by 2.1(x) * • 2~m-1 \C]c< g + 2-m_1. By 2.1(iv),«m + 1 <g + 2~m-x,

i.e. nm+1 satisfies (2).  For * = 1.2m + l, {x: hm + 1ix) >k/2m + l} = Ck

(since the Ck are decreasing) and so by (10) we have

{x: hm + 1ix)>ik + l)/2m + 1} < [x: hm + l{x) > k/2m + l},

»-I.....*"«-!.

If*<0,then {x:hm + lix)>kl2m + i} = X, and if k > 2m + 1, then {x:

Än, + iW>(*+ l)/2m + 1} - 0. Thusnm + 1 satisfies (3). By (9)

{x:/(x)>(Â:-l-l)/2m + ,} < Ck = {x: hm + 1ix) >k¡2m + l},

k= l,...,2m + 1.

IfA:<0,then {x: hm + l(x) > k¡2m + l} = X, and if k > 2m + 1, then {x: Ax)

>ik + l)/2m + 1} = 0. Thus nm + 1 satisfies (4). By (9)

Ck < {x: Qim+3- 2~m-i)ix) > k/2m + 1},      k = 1, . . . , 2m + 1,

and so by 2.1(x)

k-2-m~l\Ck<hm +3-2-m~i,     k=l.2m + 1.

By 2.1(iv) hm + 1 < hm + 3 ■ 2_m_1. Now let x E X.  Let k E N be such that

k/2m + 1 > hm + 1ix)> (k - l)/2m + 1. If* = 2m + 1 +l,then
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A« + i(*) = 1 >g(x)>hm(x) - 2~m >hm(x) - 3 • 2-m~1.

IfJfc<2m+,,then £y: hm + l(y) >k/2m + l} = Ck and so x G Cfe.  By (9),ftm(jc)

<(k + 2)/2m + 1 <Am + 1(jc) + 3 •2~m_1. ThusAm + 1 >hm -3 • 2_m_1 and

we are done.

2.3. Proof of the Characterization Theorem, (i) That C(X, -< ) is

a closed lattice cone on X follows immediately from (vi)—(ix) of 2.1.  Let A, B

CX. If A •< B, then \A ■< \B, and so by the Interposition Theorem there is an

/G C(X, <) such that \A </< lfi.  If, on the other hand, \A </< \B for

some/G CÍAX), we have \A </</< lß and so by 2.1(iii) \A < \B, i.e. A

<B.

(ii) The relation <K is easily seen to be an inclusion on X. That it is

idempotent will follow from the fact that K C C(X, <K). .Thus, let /G K, r, s

G R, r < s. Set g = 1 A [l/(s - r)((f- r) V 0)]. g belongs to tf, is 1 on E = {jc: fix)

>s},0offF= {x:/(*)>/•}, and 0<£<1, i.e. 1£ <£ < 1F, i.e. E<K F.

Therefore / G C(X, <K). Now let A<KB.   Let / G £ be such that 1A </<

lß.  Set C = {x: /(*)>&}.

A C {x: /(x) > 3Á} <KC<K {x: fix) >V*}CB

and so A ~<K C <K B.   Thus ^K is idempotent.

Since K C CÍA", -<K) and since CC^f, -<x) is closed, we need only show that

C(A", <K) C c\(K). Since C(X, <K) and cl(AT) contain the constants, it is enough

to show that c\(K) contains the nonnegative members of C(X, ~<K). Let 0 </G

C(X, <K). Let e > 0, and let N E N be such that / < Ne. Set En = {x: f(x)

> ne}, n = 0.N + 1.  Since /G C(X, <R), En <K En_v n = 1, . . . , N

+ 1. Let gn EK be such that \En <g„ <l¿r„_,,"= 1.N+ 1. /+e>

«eljE-fj_1 > «^„, « = 1, . . . , N + 1, and so / + e > g = y%+fnegn.

Let x EX, and let n be such that (n + l)e >/(x) >«e. x G^ and so gn(x) =

1. g(x) > negn(x) = «e >(/ - e)(jc).   Therefore/- e<g<f+e, i.e. Uf-sll

<e.

3. Interposition by lattice cones of functions. In this section we shall ex-

tend a number of results which were proved or were to have been announced in [2].

3.1. Definition.   For X a set and K, L and M subsets of B(X), we shall

say that

K (simply) interposes the pair (L, M) if whenever fEL.gEM and / < g,

there is an ft G K such that / < ft < g,

K strictly interposes the pair (L, M) if whenever / EL, g EM, and / < g

(i.e. f(x) < g(x) for all x G X), there is an A G K such that / < ft < g,

K ultrastrictly interposes the pair (L, M) if whenever f EL, g EM, and
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/ < g, there is an h E K such that / < h < g and fix) < hix) < gix) if fix) <

áx).

The notions of simple, strict, and ultrastrict interposition have their origins

in the following results.

Theorem. Let X be a topological space, K the set of continuous functions

on X, L the upper semicontinuous functions on X, and M the lower semicontin-

uous functions.

(i) iKatëtov-Tong [23], [24], [10] ,[\\])K interposes (Z,, M) iff X is

normal.

(ii) iDowker [7]) K strictly interposes (¿, M) iff X is normal and counta-

bly paracompact.

(iii) iMichael [14] ) K ultrastrictly interposes (Z,, M) iffX is perfectly normal

Our interposition theorems are modelled on the above theorem, and (i) and

(iii) are easy corollaries of our results, (ii) is obtained from our result on strict

interposition via Dowker's characterization of countable paracompactness [7,

Theorem 2].

We begin with some elementary facts about products of inclusions.

3.2. Proposition. Let X be a set and let -<1 and <2 be inclusions on X.

(i) -<j x ~<2 is an inclusion on X.

(ii) ///, E CiX, "<,),/2 E CiX, <2), and iff, <f2, then/, ^,x^ /2.

(iii) CiX, <t x<2) = CiX, <,) n CiX, <2).

Proof,  (i) is easily verified.

(ii)  Let r, s E R, r < s.

{x: f¿x) > s) <, [x: /,(*) > (r + s)/2} C {x: /2(x) > (r + s)/2}

<2 {x:f2ix)>r}

and so {x: /,(*) > s} <t x-<2 {x: /2(x) >r}. Thus/, -<1 x-^ f2.

(iii) By (ü) CiX, <¡) n CiX, <2) C C(X, -<, x-<2). Since A <t x<2 B im-

plies that A <j B and /I <2 B, we have CXX ■<, x <2) C C^X, <x) n 0(X, -<2).

3.3. Theorem.   Z,ei X be a set, and let K, L and M be closed lattice cones

on X.   Then K interposes (Z,, M) iff<L x."<M C <K, i.e. A ^¿x-^ B => A <K B.

Proof,  (if).  Let /£ L, g EM, f<g.   By the Characterization Theorem

L = CiX, <L) and M = CiX, <M), and by (ii) of 3.2 / <L x<M g. By hypothe-

sis / -<K g.  By the Interposition and Characterization Theorems there is an n E K

such that / < h <g.

(only if).  Let A <L x<M B.  There is a C C X such that A <L C <M B
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and so there exist /G L and g EM such that 1A</<1C<£<1B. f<g and

so there is an A G K such that / < ft < £.   1^ < A ̂  Iß and so A <K B.

In the case that K = L n M we can sharpen 3.3 somewhat:

3.4. Theorem. Let X be a set, and let L and M be closed lattice cones on

X.   Then L C\Minterposes (L, M) iff <Lx <M is idempotent.

Proof. Set K = L n M.  Suppose <Lx^M is idempotent. By 3.2(iii) and

the Characterization Theorem we have C(X, <L^<M) — C(X, <L) n C(X, <M)

= K, and so, once again by the Characterization Theorem, "<¿x-<w = <K. By

3.3 K interposes (L, M). Now suppose L C\M interposes (L, M). By 3.3 <L*<M

C <LHM and trivally <LC\M C<LX<M-   Thus -<L *<M = <LHM and so <L x "<Jlf

is idempotent.

We next obtain as a corollary to 3.4 a result from [2]. We need some defi-

nitions.

3.5. Definition. Let A!- be a set, and let C be a sublattice of 2X to which

0 and X belong. vc is the binary relation on 2X defined by

A <c B <=> 3C G C 3 A C C C 5.

The smallest convex cone in B(X) which contains the constant functions and the

characteristic functions lc, CE C, is denoted by cn(C) and its closure is denoted

by cn(C).

3.6. Proposition.   Let X be a set, and let C be a sublattice of2x to which

0 and X belong.

(i) "<c is an idempotent inclusion on X.

(Ü)  C(X,<c) = w(C).

Proof, (i) is easily verified.

(ii) C(X, -<c) is a closed convex cone which contains the constant func-

tions and the characteristic functions lc, CG C, and so C(X,<C) D cn(C). Let

0 </€ C(X, <c), and let e > 0.  Let N E N be such that A% >f.   Let Cn E C

be such that {x: f(x) > ne} C Cn C {x: f(x) > (n - l)e}, n = 0.N + 1.

/+ e > ne\Cn, n = 1, . . . , N + 1, and so/+ e >g =  \f%+}nelc„ =

2^j"/elc„ G cn(Q.  Let x G X.   Let n E N be such that ne > fix) > (n - l)e.

x G C„ _ ! and so g(x) + e > ne > fix). Thus g > f - e. It follows that \\f-g\\

3.7. Proposition. Let X be a set and let A and 8 be sublattices of 2X to

which 0 and X belong. Then "<ax^b zs idempotent iff whenever A G A, B E 8,

and A C B, there exist A' E A and B' E 8 such that A C B' C A' C B.
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Proof. Straightforward.

The 'if part of the following result was proved in [2], and the 'only if

part was to have been announced there.

3.8. Theorem.   Let X be a set and let A and 8 be sublattices of 2X to

which 0 and X belong.   Then cn(A) n cn(8) interposes (cn(A), cn(8)) iff when-

ever AEA,BEßandACB, there exist A ' E A, B' E 8 such that A C B' C

A' CB.

Proof.  By 3.6 and the Characterization Theorem -<A — "^(A) and "^b =

"^cïï(B)- The theorem now follows from 3.4 and 3.7.

We now take up the matter of strict interposition. Although in general the

strict interposition of (Z,, M) by K does not imply interposition, we do have this

implication in the case that K, L and M are closed lattice cones and K = L C\M.

3.9. Proposition. Let X be a set and let L and M be closed lattice cones

on X such that L C\M strictly interposes (/,, M).  Then L n M interposes (Z,, M).

Proof.   Let fE L, gEM, f<g.   Let n, EL C\Mbe such that /- Vt<

hy < g.   Suppose «j, . . . ,hnE L C\M have been chosen such that

(1) /-2-*<nfc<¿r,*=l,...,n,

(2) hk<hk+l <hk +2_*_1,fc= l,...,n-l.

if-2~n'l)\lhn<gNihn +2_"_,)andsothereisann„ + 1 EL n M such

that (/- 2~"_1) V hn < hn + l <g V (n„ + 2"""1). Thus we can find a se-

quence {n„}„eN in L n M such that (1) and (2) hold for all n E N. By (2)

{«„}„6N converges, say to h, and by (1) / < « < g.

3.10. Definition.   Let X be a set and let K be a lattice cone on X. We

shall say that a sequence {An}net( in 2X K-increases (resp. K-decreases) to A C

*if UneN^n ~A (resP- n„eN^„ = >1)and for allnGTV,/1„ <K A„ + l (resp.

^n + l "^JC An)-

3.11. Theorem.  Let X be a set and let L and M be closed lattice cones on

X such that either -LE M or -M C L.   Then L n M strictly interposes (L, M)

iff:
(1) L C\M interposes (Z,, M).

(2) Whenever {An}nSii is a sequence in 2X which L-decreases to 0, there

is a sequence {5„}n6N in 2X which M-decreases to 0 and Bn D An for all n E

N.

(3) Whenever {An}n&îi is a sequence in 2X which M-increases to X, there

is a sequence {/?„}„eN in 2X which L-increases to X and Bn C An for all n E N.

Proof. We first consider the case that -L C M. Suppose (1), (2) and (3)

hold, and suppose for the moment we have proved
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(4)  Q<gEM=*~ifEL3 0<f<g.
Let f EL, g E M, and f<g.   0<g-fEM and so by (4) there is an A G Z,

such that 0 < A <g -/. f + h¡2EL,g- A/2 G M, and f+h/2<g- ft/2. By

(1) there is a k E L D Af such that f + h/2<k<g- ft/2. Since ft > 0,/< /c

< £. Thus it is enough to prove (4).  Let 0 < g E M.   For n Eti,set An = {x:

S(x) > 2~" + '}. Since g>0,X= U„eN^„, and since g G M, A„ <M An+,

for all « G N. By (3) there is a sequence {5„}„SN in 2* which ¿-increases to

X and /!„ •< Bn for all n G N.  Set 50 = 0, and let/„ G L be such that 1^,,

</„<!/»„■  Set/=2„eN2_"/„.  Clearly,/>0 and/G¿.   Let x G X   If

g(x) > 1, then certainly g(x) >f(x). Let ¿(x) < 1.  Let n E N be such that

2"" + 1 >if(x) > 2~n. /(x) = Sfc>„2-fc/fcW < 2fc>„2-* = 2"" <«(*). Thus

(4) holds and so L O A/ strictly interposes (£, M).

Now suppose L C\ M strictly interposes (L, M). By 3.9 (1) holds.  Let

{An}„en I-decrease to 0.  For w G N, let /„ GI be such that 1a„ + j ^/» <

l^n. Set / = 2„eN2~"/„- /GL and /< 1. Thus there is a g G L D M such

that/<* < 1.  Let Bn = {x: £(x) > 1 - 2_n + 1}. Clearly, {5„}„eN M-de-

creases to 0,5, = A" and for « > 2, if x G A„, g(x) > fix) > i:kZ\ 2~k = 1 -

2""+1 and so x G5„. Thus (2) holds. Now let M„}neN M-increase to X.

For « G N, let gn E M be such that U. <r, < U-+|. Set * = 2„eN2-n£„.

0 <g E M and so there is an /GI n Af such that 0 < / < g. Set Bn = {x: fix)

> 2""+ '}.   {5„}„eN ¿-increases to X.   \fxEX~An, then fix) < g(x) -

2fc>„2-*ft(x) < Sfc>„2-fc = 2"" + 1 and so x G B„. Thus 5„ C An and so (3)

holds.

Thus if we are given that -L CM, L O M strictly interposes (L, M) iff (1),

(2) and (3) hold. Now let -M C L.   Note that -(-M) C -L and that L n M

(strictly) interposes (L, M) iff (-AÍ) n (-1) (strictly) interposes (-M, -L). Thus

we shall be done once we have shown that the pair (-M, -L) satisfies (2) and

(3) iff (L, M) does.  If K is a lattice cone on X, then a sequence {An}nBtJ in 2

.fv-increases to X (resp. /¿-decreases to 0) iff {A" ~ An}n<EN (-/O-decreases to 0

(resp. (-^-increases to A). Thus (£, M) satisfies (2) (resp. (3)) iff (-AÍ, -L) sat-

isfies (3) (resp. (2)).

In the special case that L = cn(A) and M = cñ(B), 3.11 takes the following

form.

3.12. Theorem.  Let X be a set and let A and 8 be sublattices of 2X to

which 0 and Xbelong.  Suppose also that either B 3 Ac (= {X ~ A: A E A})

or A 3 ßc.   Then cn(A) O ¿ñ(B) strictly interposes (cñ(A), cïï(B)) iff:

(1) cñ(A) n cñ(8) interposes (cñ(A), cn(8)).

(2) Whenever {An}neîi is a sequence in A wA/cA decreases to 0, there is

a sequence {5„}„eN in 8 wfticA decreases to 0 and Bn D An for all n EN.
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(3)  Whenever {B„}„eii is a sequence in B which increases to X, there is

a sequence {An}nBli in A which increases to X and An C Bn for all n EN.

Proof.  Set L = cñ(A), M = cñ(8). cñ(Ac) = -L and cñ(8c) = -M so

that either -L C M or -M C L.  We must verify that L and M satisfy (1), (2)

and (3) of 3.11 iff A and 8 satisfy (1), (2) and (3). (1) and 3.11(1) are the

same. Suppose (1), (2) and (3) hold. Let {y4„}„eN ¿-decrease to 0. <L = -<A

and so for each n E N there is an A'n E A such that An + 1 CA'nC An. By (2)

we have a sequence {5„}„eN in 8 which decreases to 0 and for each n EN,

B'n D A'n. Set B¡ = X, and for n > 1, set Bn = B'n_x.   {5„}„eN Ai-decreases

to 0 and An C Bn for all n e N. Thus 3.11(2) holds. Similarly, 3.11(3) is seen

to hold. Now let (1), (2) and (3) of 3.11 hold. Let {^4„}„6n be a sequence in

A which decreases to 0.   {An}„eii ¿-decreases to 0 and so there is a sequence

{B„}„eN in 2X which M-decreases to 0 and for all n E N, B'„ D An.  Let B"n E

8 be such that 5„+, C5¡C B'n. Set 5, = X, and for n > 1, set B„ = B"n_v

Likewise one sees that (3) holds.

It would be nice if one could drop the hypothesis "-L C M or -M C ¿"

in 3.11, and, to a lesser extent, it would also be nice if one could replace L n M

by an arbitrary cone. The 'if part of 3.12 was proved in [2] and the 'only if

part was to have been announced there.

We now take up ultrastrict interposition.  First, some preparation.

3.13. Definition. Let AT be a set. For /6 5(A), Nif) = [x: fix) > 0},

and Pif) = {x: fix) > 0}. For K C BiX), MiK) = {Nif): fEK} and ?iK) =

{Pif):fEK}.

3.14. Lemma.  Let X be a set and let K be a closed lattice cone on X.

(i)   PiK) and N(K) are sublattices of 2X to which 0 and X belong.

(ii)  PiK) iresp. UiK)) is closed under countable unions iresp. intersections).

(iii) cn(P(^0) iresp. cïï(N(/Q)) consists of those f E BiX) for which there

is a sequence in K which increases iresp. decreases) to f.

Proof.  The statements about UiK) follow from the corresponding state-

ments about PiK) and the observation that UiK) = {X ~ A: A E P(-/Q}. Thus

we shall prove only the statements about PiK).

We prove (i) and (ii) together. For fgEK, P(f) n Pig) = ?(/ A g). Let

(41„eN be a sequence ta K ~ {0}. /J(2„6N2-"||/„ir1(/„ V 0)) = U„eN^(/n)-

0= P(0), X = P(l).
(iii)  The set L of those / E BiX) for which there is a sequence in K which

increases pointwise to /is easily seen to be a lattice cone on X.   Let fE cl(/.).

Let {/„}n6N be an increasing sequence in L which converges to /, and for each

n E N, let {/„ifc}/teN be a sequence in K which increases to fn. Setgn = V?/=i//,/-
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Then {£„}„eN increases to /. Thus L is a closed lattice cone on X. Let C G

P(K), say C = P(f). Since P(f) = P(/V0) we may assume that/> 0.   {1A

«/}„eN increases pointwise to lc and so lc G L.  Thus £ D cn(P(K)). Now let

/G ¿.  Let {/j,}„eN be a sequence in K which increases to /  Let r, s E R, r <

s.

{x: /(x) > (r + s)/2} =  (J {*: /„(x) > (r + s)/2} E P(K)
«SN

and

{x: f(x) >s}C {x: fix) >(r + s)/2} C {x: f(x) > r}.

Thus/G C(X,<?,K)) = cñ(P(K)).

3.15. Theorem. Let X be a set and let K, L and M be closed lattice cones

on X.   Then K ultrastrictly interposes (L, M) iff

(1) K interposes (L, M),

(2) <L C <U(K) and <M C <P([K).

Proof,  (if). Let / G L, g E M, f < g.  LC cn(W(/0) and M C cñ(P(K))

so that by 3.14(iii) we can find sequences {/„}„en and {g„}nBjf in K which,

respectively, decrease to / and increase to g.   Let A G K be such that / < ft < g.

Set A: = 2nen2-a-l(fn A A + ¿r„ V A). /< (/„ A A + gn V A)/2 <* for all n

and so f<k<g.  If fix) <g(x), then for some n,f(x) <(/„ AA +gnVh)(x)¡2

<g(x) and so /(x) < fc(x) <^(x).

(only if). Clearly,K interposes (L, M). Let A <L B.   Let/EL be such

that 1¿ </< \B.  Since/GZ, and/< 1 EM, there is an A EK such that/<

A < 1 and /(x) < A(x) < 1 whenever f(x) < 1. ^ C N(h - 1) C B and so ,4

"^N(Jv") &  ^ow ^et ̂  "^m &   Let g G M be such that lA < g < 1B. Since ¿r G M

and ?>0GI, there isnk EK such that 0 < k < ^ and 0 < k(x) < g(x) when-

ever 0 < g(x). A C P(k) C B and so A <P(K)B.

In the special case that K = L n M, we can replace (2) by a weaker condi-

tion.

3.16. Theorem. Let X be a set and let L and M be closed lattice cones on

X.  Then L C\M ultrastrictly interposes (L, M) iff

(1) L C\M interposes (L, M),

(2) <L C<N(M) and <M C<KL).

Proof.  Since H(L n M) C H(M) and P(L C\M)C p(L), condition (2) of

3.15 implies (2) of 3.16. Now suppose (1) and (2) hold.  Let A <L B.   Let /G

L be such that 1^ </< 1B.  L C cn(W(M)) and so there is a sequence {gn}„ejs

in M which decreases to /.  By (1) there is an hn G L n M such that /< ft„ <g„-
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{Afc=1nfc}„eN decreases to /and so fE cn(N(L n M)). Thus A <N(LnM) B-

Likewise one sees that if A <M B, then A ~<ptLr\M) B-

3.17. Corollary. Let X be a set and let A and 8 be sublattices of2x

to which 0 and X belong. Then cn(A) n cn(8) ultrastrictly interposes (cn(A),

c~n~(B))i//_

(1) cn(A) n cn(8) interposes (cn(A), cn(8)),

(2) A C Bs (= intersections of sequences in 8) and 8 C Aa (= unions of

sequences in A).

Proof.  Suppose (1) and (2) hold.  Set Z. = cïï(A) and M = cñ(8). We

must show that A C W(M) and B C PiL).  Let .4 E A. By (2) there is a sequence

{5„}„eN in 8 such that A = fl„eNß„. Let /„ E cñ(A) n cn(8) be such that

U </« < W Then A = ftnenN(fn ~ 1) E N(*0-  Likewise it is seen that

8 C PiL). Now suppose (1) and (2) of 3.16 hold. We show that N(M) C B6.

Let fE M.   For each n G N, there is a Bn E 8 such that Nif) ■ {x: fix) > 0}

CBnC {x: fix) > -I In}. Clearly, Nif) = fi„eN5„ G 86.  Likewise one sees

that P(L)C Aa.

The 'if half of 3.17 was proved in [2] and the 'only if half was to have

been announced there.

4.  Quasi-proximity spaces and the Csaszar Compactification Theorem.  In

this section we derive a number of properties of quasi-proximity spaces-most of

which are necessary for the proof of the Csaszar theorem, but some of which are

of interest in themselves—and, of course, we prove the Csaszar Compactification

Theorem. Our basic theme is that just about every property of a quasi-proximity

space iX, 8) can be expressed in terms of the lattice cone C(X, 8) and, as a rule,

quite neatly expressed. A case in point is Proposition 4.7.

We begin with a formalization of this basic theme in the language of cate-

gories. The category of quasi-proximity spaces has for its objects, naturally,

quasi-proximity spaces, and for (X, 5) and (y, n) quasi-proximity spaces, the

morphisms of iX, 8) to (y, 17) are those mappings y: X —> Y which are such that

for A, B C X, if A 8 B, then <p[A] r¡ y[B]. We call such mappings quasi-proxim-

ity mappings.  We can also form a category L whose objects are pairs iX, K), X

a set and K a closed lattice cone on X, and for iX, K) and (Y, L) objects in L,

the morphisms of {X, K) to (y, L) are those mappings <p: X —» Y such that / 0 ¡p

E K for all / G L.  We shall see that the category L and the category of quasi-

proximity spaces are isomorphic. However, before pursuing this further, it will be

convenient to have reformulations, in terms of quasi-proximities, of the definition

of CiX, 8) and of (i) of the Characterization Theorem.
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4.1. Proposition. Let (X, S) be a quasi-proximity space.

(i) For f G B(X), f G C(X, 6) iff inîf[A ] < sup f[B] whenever AÔB.

(ii) For A, B CX, Ab B iffinff[A] < sup f[B] whenever /G C(X, S).

Proof. We first prove that if/G C(X, 5) and A SB, then inff[A] <

sup f[B].  Recall that C(A", S) = C(AT,-<), where ■< is the idempotent inclusion

on X obtained from 5 via (IQ) (in § 1).  Suppose inf f[A] = s > r > sup f[B].

A C {x: f(x) >s} < {x: f(x) > r} C X ~ B so that yl -< X ~ 5, i.e. A ÔB.

This takes care of the 'only if parts of (i) and (ii).  Now let / G B(X) be such

that inff[A] < sup/[5] whenever A 6 B.   Let r, s G R, r < s.   Set A = {x: /(x)

>s} and£ = {x:f(x)>r}.  Since inf/[,4] >s>r >supf[X~B] ,A5(X~B),

i.e. A <B.  Thus (i) is proved.  Now let A 8B. A< X ~ B and so by the Char-

acterization Theorem there is an/G C(A", 6) such that \A </< 1X~B- inf/f/4]

= 1 >0 = sup/[ß].

4.2. Proposition. Let (X, §) and (Y, r\) be quasi-proximity spaces, and

let ip: X —► Y.   Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) if is a quasi-proximity mapping.

(b) fEC(Y,T))*fo<pEC(X,8).

Proof,  (a) => (b).  Let /G C(Y, r¡).  Let A 6 B.  y[A] r¡ <p[B] so that by

4.1(i) inffMA]] <sup/fo>[5]]. /[^[^]] =(f«i)W and/[^[5]] =
(/° V)[^] and so inf(/o <p)[/l] < sup(/o <p)[B]. Again by 4.1(f) we have /o «^

G C(X, 5).

(b) =* (a).  Let Ab B.   For/G C(K, 77), inf/[^[X] ] = inf(/o ^)[,4] <

sup(/o y)[B] = sup f[if[B]] and so by 4.1(h) <p[A] rnp[B].

The isomorphism of the category of quasi-proximity spaces and the cate-

gory L is now easily constructed via 4.2 and the Characterization Theorem.  It is

also easy to see that this isomorphism induces an isomorphism between the full

subcategories whose objects are proximity spaces (i.e. quasi-proximity spaces

whose quasi-proximities are symmetric) and those objects (A", K) of L for which

.fv is a closed vector sublattice of B(X) which contains the constant functions

(see [5]).

There are three natural topologies on a quasi-proximity space, and these we

now discuss.  Let (A", 5) be a quasi-proximity space. For A C X, c\6(A) is de-

fined to be {x G X: {x} S A}. The relation S-1 (= {(A, B): B 5 A}) is also a

quasi-proximity on A" and so defines an operator cl6_i. We wish to prove that

C15 and clg _i are Kuratowski closure operators on A", but first we need a lemma.

4.3. Lemma.  Let (X, 6) be a quasi-proximity space, and let A, B C X.  If

Ah cï6(B),thenA SB.
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Proof.  Let/G CiX, 8). If x E cl6(5), then/(x) < sup/[5]. Thus

sup/[cl5(5)] < sup/[5]. Since A 8 cl5(5) we have inf/[.4] < sup/[cl5(5)]

and so inîf[A] < sup/[Ä]. By 4.1(h) A 8 B.

AA. Corollary. A8B if cl6_,C4)S cl6(5).

Proof. cl5_,(^)5 cl6(5) => cl5_i04)5¿í =>5 5_1 cl6-iU) *B8~l A
*A8B.

4.5. Proposition^6)  Let iX, 8) be a quasi-proximity space.   Then cl6 and

cL_i are Kuratowski closure operators on X.
0

Proof. We must show

(1) Cl5(0) = 0,

(2) A C cl504),

(3) cl504UZ?) = clsU)Ucl6(5),

(4) cl6C4) = cls(cl604)).

(1) follows from (Q,), (2) from (Q2) and (3) from (Q4). By (2) cl6C4) C

cl8icl&iA)). Let x E cl6(cl504)).   {x} 8 cl6iA) and so by 4.3 {x} 8 A, i.e. x E

cl6(i4). Since ô_1 is also a quasi-proximity we are done.

4.6. Definition. Let iX, 8) be a quasi-proximity space. The topologies

defined by cl5 and clg_i are denoted, respectively, by rz(S) and rr(5). The su-

premum of tz(6) and rr(S) is denoted by t(5) and is called the topology of (X 8).

4.7. Proposition.   Let {X, 8) be a quasi-proximity space.

(i)  The sets of the form {x: fix) > 0}, fE CiX, 8), form a base for

r,iS).

(ii)  The sets of the form {x: fix) < 0}, fE CiX, 8), form a base for

TriS).

(iii) 77ie sets of the form {x: fix) > 0 > gix)}, f,gE CiX, 8), form a

base for r(S).

Consequently, t(5) iresp. t¡í8), resp. rr(5)) is the smallest topology on X

which renders the members of CiX, 8) continuous iresp. lower semicontinuous,

resp. upper semicontinuous).

Proof,   (i) Let x E U E rß). x <£ cl5iX ~ U) and so {x} 8 iX ~ U).

By 4.1(h) there is a g E CiX, 8) such that gix) > s = sup g[X ~ U]. Set / =

g - s.  Then x G {y: fiy) > 0} C U.  Clearly, [y: fiy) > 0} G T/(5).

(ii) follows from (i) and the observations that Tr(5) =r/(5~1) and CiX, 8"1)

= -ax, s).

(6) See footnote 4.
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(iii) follows from (i), (ii) and the observation that the sets of the form U O

V, UET¡(o), VEt,(8) form a base for t(5).

A natural conjecture is that C(X, 8) consists of those / G 5(A) such that /

is T¿(S)-lower semicontinuous and Tr(5)-upper semicontinuous. Natural, but, la-

mentably, false.

4.8. Proposition.   Let (X, 8) and (Y, r¡) be quasi-proximity spaces, and

let </>: X —* Y be a quasi-proximity mapping.  Then ip is continuous.

Proof.   Let x G X and let U be a neighborhood of <p(x). By 4.7(iii) there

are /, g G C(Y, n) such that tfx) G 0> G Y: f(y) > 0 > g(y)} Ctt xGK =

[w EX:(f° 0OO > 0 > (g ° V)(w)}, <p[V\ C U, and by 4.2 and 4.7(iii), V E

t(8).

The following lemma serves as motivation as well as preparation for the

proof of the Császár Compactification Theorem.

4.9. Lemma.  Let (X, 8) be a compact Hausdorff quasi-proximity space

and let y: C(X, 8) —* R satisfy

(1) y is additive and R+-homogeneous,

(2) y preserves the lattice operations,

(3) y preserves constants, i.e. for c G R, y(clx) = c.

Then there is a unique xEX such that y(f) = fix) for all f E C(X, 8).

Proof.   For / G C(A", 5), set Af = {x G X: y(f) = f(x)}. The Af are

clearly closed and we assert that {Aj>: fE C(X, 8)} has the finite intersection

property.  Let/t, ...,/„ G C(X, 8) and suppose that C\"=lAf. = 0. For any

x G A", there is an i such that y(f¡) # f¡(x), i.e. max{/j.(x), y(f¡)} >

mm{fi(x),y(f¡)}. Set/» S^/, VX/,) and*- 2¡U// A></|)- For each

x G A", f(x) > g(x) and so there is a c > 0 such that g + c < /. y(f) = 2"= ,>»(/;)

= y(g)> and jd') + c = ^(y + c) <X/), a contradiction. Thus there is an x G

n^: fE C(X, 8)}. Obviously, f(x) = y(f) for all/G C(A-, 5). Since CÍA", S)

separates points there is at most one such x.

4.10. CsÁszÁr Compactification Theorem. Let (X, 8) be a quasi-prox-

imity space.

(i) (X, 8) has a compactification.

(ii) If(Y, n) is a compact Hausdorff quasi-proximity space, and if v.: X

—* Y is a quasi-proximity mapping, then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) ((Y, n), k) is a compactification of(X, 8).

(b) For every f G C(X, 8), there is a unique gEC(Y, rj) such that

f=g°K.
(c) If(Z, f) is a compact Hausdorff quasi-proximity space, and if
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y: X—>Z is a quasi-proximity mapping, then there is a unique quasi-proximity

mapping ty: Y —► Z such that v? = 4> ° «■

(iii) If ÜY1,r¡l),Kl) and HY2, r}2), k2) are compactifications of iX, 8),

then there is a bijection <p: Yx —+ Y2 such that k2 = y o k, and y and <p~l are

quasi-proximity mappings.

Proof,  (i) Let Y consist of all y : CiX, 8) —*■ R which satisfy (l)-(3) of

4.9. Define k: X-* Y by

<x)if) = fix),     f E CiX, 8), xEX.

For fE CiX, 8), define fE ß(y) by

fiy)=y(f),    y£Y,

and observe that /° k = /.  The mapping / (-» / is easily seen to be additive and

R+-homogeneous and to preserve the lattice operations and the constant func-

tions. We claim that it is also distance-preserving.  Let /, g E CiX, 8).

11/-III > sup{|(/-|)(K(x))| : x E X} = sup{|(/-g)(x)| : x E X} = \\f-g\\.

Set c = \\f-g\\. f-c<g<f +c and so f-c<g<f+c, i.e. ||/-||| < e.

Thus the set K = {/: fE CiX, 8)} is a closed lattice cone on Y and so defines

a quasi-proximity n on Y.  We now proceed to show that ((y, rf), k) is a com-

pactification of iX, 8). K obviously separates the points of Y and so t(tj) is

Hausdorff.  Let {v,}/e/ be a net in Y.  It is a simple consequence of the

Tychonoff product theorem that íy,}íe/ has a subnet ÍV/.J/gj such that

{yifffijGj converges for all/G CiX, 8). The function.y: / h» Brfy.fyCO be-

longs to y and by 4.7, {yûfsj r(r?)-converges to y.  Thus (y, rf) is compact

Hausdorff.  Let A, B C X  By 4.1(h) and the identity /» k = /we have:

¿5 5*=» inf /[¿] < sup f[B]    all / G CÍX, S)

«=> inf/[k [4] ] < sup/[K [B] ]    all / G CÍAf, 5)

<=*inf£[K[v4]] <suPä:[k[5]]    aRkEK

*=>k[¿] tjk[5].

Thus k[A] t]k[B] iff v4 S B.   It remains only to prove that k[A'] is dense in Y.

Let t/ be a nonvoid open subset of y and suppose C/ n k [AT] = 0. By 4.7 there

are /, g G C(Af, 6) such that 0 =£ ij> G Y: fiy) > 0 > K»} C Í/.  Since t/ n

k [A"] = 0, for each xEX, either /(k(x)) < 0 or gi^x)) > 0. It follows that

(rf) Vi>0- Therefore/</+(-/) V# = 0 V(/ + ¿)and so/<0 V

(/ + f).   There is a v G y such that /î» > 0 > giy).   0 < f(y) <

max(0, fiy) + giy)) implies that fiy) + giy) > fiy) which in turn implies that
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¿(y) > 0, a contradiction   Thus ((Y, n), k) is a compactification of (X, 8).

(ii)   Let (Y, n) be a compact Hausdorff quasi-proximity space, and let k:

X —► Y be a quasi-proximity mapping.

(a) =* (b). The mapping/ h» /o k is additive and R+-homogeneous, pre-

serves the lattice operations and constant functions, and, since k[X] is dense in

Y, preserves distance. Thus the set K = {/o k: /G C(Y, rf)} is a closed lattice

cone on X and so defines a quasi-proximity 8' on X.   Since Ä' = C(A", 6') we

shall be done once we show that 5 = S'.  Let A, B C X.

A 8 B <=> k[A] v k[B] *=*ixif f[n[A]] <sup/[«[5]]    for all/G C(Y, ij)

<=> inf fc[^4] < sup k[B]    for all fc G K <=> ,4 S' 5.

(b) => (c).  For/G CfAf, 5), let /be the member of C(Y, r¡) such that / =

f o k. Let (Z, f) be a compact Hausdorff quasi-proximity space, and let ip: X —►

Z be a quasi-proximity mapping.  For v G y, the mapping/ »-»(/<» i/O'QO ̂ rom

C(Z, f) to R is additive and R+ -homogeneous and preserves the lattice operations

and constant functions. By 4.9 there is a unique \¡j(j) G Z such that (/ o ip)*(y)

= /(M») for all/G C(Z, f).  For/G C(Z, ?), (/° ^ G C(K, tj) and so by

4.2, 0 is a quasi-proximity mapping.  Let x EX.  For/G C(Z, f),

/((* ° «X*» = (/ ° *)"(<*)) = (/ ° Mx) = Mx)).

Since C(Z, f) separates the points of Z, we have (\p o K)(x) = (¿>(x). Thus ip o a

= \p. Suppose 6 : Y —► Z is a quasi-proximity mapping such that 0 ° k = ip.  For

/G C(Z, f),/° 0 G C(Y, 17) and (/° 0) ° k =/° <p so that /o 0 must be (/o «¿>Y\

It follows that f(6(y)) = f(ip(y)) for all/G C(Z, f) andj; G y, i.e. 0 = \¡>.

(c) => (a). By (i) (X, 8) has a compactification, say ((Y', rj'), k'). We know

that (a) => (c) and so there is a unique quasi-proximity mapping i//': Y' —* Y

such that \p' o k' = k.  By hypothesis there is a unique \¡/: Y —* Y' such that

k' = ^ o k.  ^' o i// and id y (= the identity mapping of Y to Y) are quasi-prox-

imity mappings of Y to itself such that (^' » i^) o k = idy o it = k and so \¡/' o ^

= idy.  Likewise \p o \p' = idy.. It follows that ((y, rj), k) is a compactification

of(A",S).

(iii) is a consequence of the implication '(a) =* (c)' in (ii).

4.11. Corollary. Let (X, 8) be a quasi-proximity space, and let ((Y, tj), k)

be a compactification of(X, 8).

(i) k is a continuous open mapping of X onto k [X].

(ii) k is injective iff(X, 8) is Hausdorff.

Proof, (i) k is continuous by 4.8.  Let x EUE t(8). We must show the

existence of a F G t(t¡) such that k(x) E V n k[X] C k[U\. By 4.7(iii) there
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exist /, g E CiX, 8) such that x E {w E X: /(w) > 0 > g(w)} C U.  By (ii) of

4.10 there exist f, g E CiY, rf) such that / = /° k and g = g o k. Set V =

{yEY:fiy)>0>giy)}.

(ii) For x, y E X, k(x) = ici» «=» {«(*)} t? {«(g)} and {«(»} n {«(«)}

*=> {x} 8 {y} and {_>-} 5 {x} <=^/(x) =/(y) for ail/G CiX, 8).  Since (A", 6)

is Hausdorff iff C(A", S) separates points, we are done.

5. Ordered topological spaces and their compactification. The results in

this section were announced in [4]. We begin with some definitions and ele-

mentary facts about ordered topological spaces.

5.1. Definition. An ordered topological space is a triple (A, r, <) con-

sisting of a set X, a topology r on X, and an order < on A", that is, a transitive,

reflexive, antisymmetric binary relation < on X, which is closed, that is, < is a

closed subset of X x Xwhen the latter is given the product topology.

5.2. Proposition.  77ie topology of an ordered topological space is Haus-

dorff.

Proof.   [15, p. 25].

5.3. Definition.  Let X be an ordered topological space (whenever possi-

ble we shall omit explicit mention of the topology of an ordered topological

space and shall denote the order by <). An order compactification of A" is a

pair (y, k) consisting of a compact ordered topological space Y and a mapping

k: AT—»- y such that

• k is a topological embedding,

• k  is an order embedding, i.e. k(x) < n(y) iff x < y,

• k [X] is dense in Y.

We shall call two order compactifications (Ylt kx) and iY2, k2) oíXequivalent

if there is a mapping ip: Y¡ —► Y2 such that k2 = tp o Kj and t¿> is an order ho-

meomorphism, that is, <p is an order embedding and a homeomorphism.

It is our object to determme which ordered topological spaces have order

compactifications and to describe the order compactifications of such spaces.

The key to the construction and classification of order compactifications is the

notion of a compatible quasi-proximity, which we now proceed to define. We

first show that if (Ar, 5) is a Hausdorff quasi-proximity space, there is a natural

order <5 on X such that (A", r(5), <6) is an ordered topological space.

5.4. Proposition.   Let (A", 6) be a quasi-proximity space.   Then the binary

relation <s on X defined by

x <s y ~ ix} 8 {y}
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is transitive, reflexive, closed with respect to t(5), and, ifiX, 8) is Hausdorff, is

antisymmetric.

Proof.   By 4.1(h) x <6 y infix) <fiy) for all /G CiX, 8). It follows

immediately that <6 is transitive and reflexive and, since the members of CiX, 8)

are T(6)-continuous, closed.  Since (A", 8) is Hausdorff iff CiX, 8) separates points,

<6 is antisymmetric if (X, S) is Hausdorff.

5.5. Definition. Let X be an ordered topological space. We shall call a

quasi-proximity 6 on A" compatible if TÍ8) is the topology of X and <6 is the or-

der of A-.

If X is an ordered topological space, 8 a compatible quasi-proximity on A",

and if ((y, rf), k) is a compactification of (X, S), then ((y, t(i?), <r)), k) is an or-

der compactification of X:  n is a topological embedding by 4.11, and obviously

k is an order embedding. Thus, if an ordered topological space has a compatible

quasi-proximity, then it has an order compactification. The converse of this

statement is also true, but before taking up this matter we prove the crucial re-

sult that a compact ordered topological space has exactly one compatible quasi-

proximity. We begin with the simpler problem of unicity.

5.6. Definition. Let X be an ordered topological space. A function /: X

—► R is increasing if fix) </(y) whenever x <y.   CiX, <) denotes the set of

all bounded, continuous increasing functions on X.

5.7. Proposition. Let X be an ordered topological space.

(i) CiX, <) is a closed lattice cone on X.

(ii) If 8 is a compatible quasi-proximity on X, then CiX, 8) C CiX, <).

(iii) If X has a compatible quasi-proximity, then the quasi-proximity de-

fined by CiX, <) is also compatible.

Proof,  (i) is easily verified.

(ii) The members of CiX, 8) are <ô-increasing, and by 4.7(iii) they are

r(5)-continuous. By the definition of compatibility CiX, 8) C CiX, <).

(iii)  Let 6 be a compatible quasi-proximity on X, and let r\ be the quasi-

proximity defined by CiX, <). By the Characterization Theorem CiX, rf) =

CiX, <). By 4.7(iii) r(n) is the smallest topology on X which renders the mem-

bers of CiX, <) continuous. t(5) is the topology of X and so t(5) D t(tj). On

the other hand CiX, 8) C C(A", <) and so the members of CÇX, 8) are T(n)-con-

tinuous. Thus, again by 4.7(iii), t(tj) D tí8). Thus t(tj) is the topology of X.  If

x <„ v, then fix) </(y) for all /G CiX, <) and in particular for all /G CiX, 8),

i.e. x <g y.  Thus <,, is the order of X.

It follows from (iii) of 5.7 that if X is an ordered topological space which

has a unique compatible quasi-proximity, then that compatible quasi-proximity
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must be the one defined by C(X, <). That a compact ordered topological space

has at most one compatible quasi-proximity will follow from the Kakutani-Stone

Theorem (5.9 below). We shall deduce the Kakutani-Stone Theorem from the

following result which will also be useful in the next section.

5.8. Translation Lemma.   Let (X, t) be a compact topological space,

and let 8 be a quasi-proximity on X such that t(8) C t.  Then for A, B C X,

ASBiff there exist x E dr(A) and y E clT(B) such that {x} 8 {y}.

Proof. If we are given x G c\T(A) and y E c\T(B) such that {x} 8 {y},

then {x} C c\T(A) C cl6_,G4), and {y} C clT(5) C d6(B) so that cls_i04)5

cl6(5). By 4.4 A 8 B.

Now suppose {x} 5 {y} for all x G clT(A),y E clT(B). Set A~ = dT(A),

B~ = clT(B). Let x G A ~. For y E B~, there is, by (Q5), a Cy C X such that

{x} 8 Cy and (A" ~ Cy) 8 {y}. yEX~ cl6 _,(A" ~ Cy) - Uy G rr(8) C r. Thus

{U : y EB~} is a r-open cover of B~ and so there exist yx, . . . ,yn EB~

such that B~ C UJL, Uy¡.  Uy¡ C Cy¡ and so {x} 8Uy¡, i = 1,.... n.  By

(Q4) M 8 U"= 1 Uy., and hence {x} 8B.  Thus for each x EA~, there is a Dx

C Xsuch that {x} 8DX and (X~Dx)8B.  xEX~ cls(Dx) =VXE t,(8) C t.

Thus { Vx: x G A~} is a T-open cover of A~ and so there exist x,,.. . , xm G

A" such that A~ C (J™ 1 V*v  Vx. CX~ Dx., and so Vx¡ 8 B, i = 1.m.

By (Q3) (\JT=ivx¡) 5# and hence A 8B.

5.9. Kakutani-Stone Theorem. Let X be a compact topological space,

and let K be a lattice cone of continuous functions on X.  Then cl(K) consists of

all f E C(X) such that fix) < f(y) whenever x, y G X and g(x) < g(y) for all g

EK.

Proof. Clearly, if / G d(K), then f(x) < f(y) when g(x) < g(y) for all g

E K. Now suppose / G C(X) is such that f(x) < f(y) whenever g(x) < g(y) for

all g E K. Let 5 be the quasi-proximity defined by K. By the Characterization

Theorem c\(K) = C(X, 8), and so we must show that inf/[vl] < sup/[5] when-

ever A 8 B. Accordingly, let A 8 B. By 5.8 there exist x G cl(4) and y E d(B)

such that {x} 5 {v}. By 4.1(h) g(x) < g(y) for all g E K, and so fix) < f(y).

inff[A] = inf/[cl(.4)] </(x) </0) < sup/[cl(5)] =sup/[5].

5.10. Corollary. A compact ordered topological space has at most one

compatible quasi-proximity.

Proof.  Let A" be a compact ordered topological space and let Ô be a com-

patible quasi-proximity on X.   Let /G C(X, <) and let x, y E X be such that

g(x) <g(y) for all g E C(X, 8). By 4.1(h) {x} S {y}, i.e. x <y and so fix) <fiy).
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Thus/G CiX, 8) and so S is the quasi-proximity defined by CiX, <).

Thus if a compact ordered topological space X is to have a compatible

quasi-proximity, the quasi-proximity 5 defined by CiX, <) must be compatible.

We shall deduce the compatibility of S from the following interposition theorem.

5.11. Theorem. Let (AT, <) be a compact ordered topological space, and

let LiX, <) iresp. UiX, <)) be the set of bounded, increasing lower iresp. upper)

semicontinuous functions on X.  Then (XX, <) interposes (C/(A*, <), LiX, <)).

Proof.  One easily sees that UiX, <) = cñ(A) and LiX, <) = cn(B), where

A and 8 are, respectively, the set of closed increasing (A C X is increasing iff \A

is increasing) subsets of A* and the open increasing subsets of X. Obviously,

(XX, <) = cn(A) O cn(B), and so we may apply 3.8. Accordingly, let A E A,

B E B, and let A C B. Let U be an open subset of A" and let F be a closed sub-

set of X such that A C U C F C B. Set A' = {xEX: lyEFBy<x), and

set B' — {x E X: x < y =>y G U}. Clearly, A' and B' are increasing, and A C

B' C U C F C A' C B. We must show that A' and X ~ B' are closed. Let

■{x¡}¡eI be a net in A' (resp., A" ~ B') which converges to x.  For each i G Z, let

y¡ G F (resp., y¡EX~ U)be such that .y,. < x¡ (resp., x4 < yf). Let y be a

cluster point of {y,-}/G/. Then y < x (resp., x < y) and y G F (resp., y G X ~ U)

and so x EA' (resp., x G AT ~ B').

5.12. Corollary.  77îe quasi-proximity defined by (XX, <) is compatible.

Proof.  Let r be the topology of A", and let S be the quasi-proximity de-

fined by (XX, <). t D t(5), and so we shall have that t = t(8) once it is shown

that riS) is Hausdorff, i.e., that CiX, <) is separating. Now, it is enough to show

that x < y whenever fix) < fiy) for all / G C^AT, <). Of course, this will also

show that < and <6 are the same. Accordingly, let x *£y.  Set A = {z EX:

x < z}, and set B = {z G X: z < y}.  \A is upper semicontinuous and increasing,

ix~b *s l°wer semicontinuous and increasing, and \A < ^x~b- ^y ^*^ there

is an fE CiX, <) such that lA < f< \X„B. fix) = 1 > 0 = fiy).

It will be convenient to have a description of 8 which does not involve

(XX, <). This is done via the Kuratowski closure operators clf and cld defined

as follows.

5.13. Definition. Let iX, <) be an ordered topological space. For A EX,

let clf(i4) (resp., cld(/l)) be the intersection of all closed increasing (resp., decreas-

ing) subsets of X which contain A.

5.14. Theorem,   ¿er (AT, <) be a compact ordered topological space.  Then

the compatible quasi-proximity 8 on X is given by

A8B<=> clx-04) n c\diB) ¥= 0.
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Proof.  (<=) Let /G C(X, <), and set C= {xEX: fix) > inf f[A]},

D — {x G A": /(x) < sup f[B]}. A C C and C is a closed increasing subset of X

so that clf04) C C. Likewise, cld(5) C D.  Thus C n Z> & 0, and so there is a

V G AT such that inf f[A] <fiy)< sup /[£]. By 4.1(h) A 8 B.

0*)  Ici /M) is increasing and upper semicontinuous, lx~cid(B) is increasing

and lower semicontinuous, and lc\¡(A) < l*~cid(fl), and so by 5.11 there is an

fE C(X, <) such that lci¡(A) </< l;r~cid(X)- /is 1 on .4 and 0 on 5 so that

i4 8B.

Now let A" be an ordered topological space, and let (Y, k) be an order com-

pactification of X. Let r¡ be the compatible quasi-proximity on Y, and define the

binary relation S on 2   by

ABB++k[A\vk[B].

We shall see that 6 is a compatible quasi-proximity on X and that ((Y, n), k) is a

compactification of (A", 5). This latter fact will be used to show that, up to

equivalence, (Y, k) is determined by S. Note that an ordered topological space

has an order compactification iff it has a compatible quasi-proximity, and by

5.7(iii) an ordered topological space X has a compatible quasi-proximity iff the

quasi-proximity defined by C(A", <) is compatible. These considerations lead us

to the following

5.15. Definition.  An ordered topological space (A", t, <) is a completely

regular ordered topological space if

• t is the smallest topology on X which renders continuous the members

of C(X.O,
• for x, y E X, x <y iff f(x) <f(y) for all/G C(X, <).

Completely regular ordered topological spaces were introduced by Nachbin

who proved that they are those spaces which have order compactifications [15,

Appendix, §2].

5.16. Order Compactification Theorem. Let X be an ordered topolog-

ical space.

(i) X has an order compactification iff it is a completely regular ordered

topological space.

(ii) If(Y, k) is an order compactification of X, then the binary relation 8

on 2X defined by

A8B^c1,.(k[A])rt cLj(k[B])±0

is a compatible quasi-proximity on X and is called the quasi-proximity associated

with (Y, k).

(iii) // 6 is a compatible quasi-proximity on X, then there is an order com-

pactification of X whose associated quasi-proximity is 8.
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(iv)  Two order compactifications of X are equivalent iff they have the

same associated quasi-proximity.

Proof, (i) The 'if part of (i) follows from (hi) and the fact that the

quasi-proximity defined by CiX, <) is compatible. The 'only if part of (i) fol-

lows from (ii) and 5.7(iii).

(ii) Let t? be the quasi-proximity on Y defined by

A r¡B *=> d,(4) n cld(5) ¥> 0.

By 5.14 17 is compatible, and by 5.10 CiY, rf) = CiY, <). Thus for A, BEX,

A 8 B iff inf(/o k)[A] < sup(/o n)[B] for all /G CiY, <), i.e. Ô is the quasi-

proximity defined by the lattice cone K = {/o k: /G CiY, <)}.  Since k[X] is

dense in Y, the mapping / i-» / o k of CiY, <) to C(A", <) is distance-preserving

and so K is closed. Thus K = CiX, 8). By (ii) of the Csaszar Compactification

Theorem ((y, rf), k) is a compactification of (AT, 5). Since k is injective, it is, by

4.11, a topological embedding with respect to r(S) and Tin). Since k is also a

topological embedding with respect to the topology of AT and t(tj), t(5) is the

topology of X.  For x, y E X,

x <.y «=* nix) < K(y) «=> {kíx)} r¡ {«(y)} <*=> {x} 8 {y} <=*x <s y.

Thus S is compatible.

(iii)  Let S be a compatible quasi-proximity on X.   Let ((y, t?), k) be a

compactification of (AT, 6). ((y, T(n), <,,), k) is an order compactification of X

(see the remarks following 5.5), and its associated quasi-proximity is 8.

(iv)  Let (yj, Kj) and iY2, k2) be order compactifications of X which have

the same associated quasi-proximity, 5.  Let r¡¡ be the compatible quasi-proximity

on Yj, i = 1,2.  In the proof of (ii) we saw that ((Y¡, r¡¡), n¡) is a compactifica-

tion of (X, 8), i — 1, 2. By (iii) of the Csaszar Compactification Theorem there

is a bijection ¡p of Yx to Y2 such that <¿> o Kj = k2 and both tp and \p~l are

quasi-proximity mappings. Trivally, <¿> is an order embedding, and by 4.8 <p is a

homeomorphism.

5.17. Definition. An order compactification (y, k) of an ordered topo-

logical space X is called a Nachbin compactification if its order is the smallest

closed order on Y with respect to which k is an order embedding.

Nachbin compactifications are in a sense more "natural" than non-Nachbin

compactifications.  For example, if X is a completely regular ordered topological

space whose order is equality, then an order compactification {Y, k) of A" is a

Nachbin compactification iff the order on Y is equality.

We shall now describe the compatible quasi-proximities which are associated

with Nachbin compactifications.
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5.18. Proposition. Let X be an ordered topological space, and let (Y, k)

be an order compactification ofX. Set K = {/G C(Y): f° k E C(X, <)}, and

define the binary relation <' on Y by

x<'y+-+f(x)< f(y)   for all fEK.

Then <' is the smallest closed order on Y with respect to which k is an order

embedding.

Proof.   <' is clearly closed, transitive and reflexive. Since K 3 C(Y, <),

<' is also antisymmetric.  For x, y E X,

x < v <=* k(x) < K(y) «=* (/o k)(x) < (/o K)(y)   for all/GK

<=> k(x) < K(y).

Thus k is an order embedding with respect to <'. Let <" be a closed order on

X with respect to which k is an order embedding. C(Y, <") C K and so x <'

y => x < y.

5.19. Corollary. If 8 is the quasi-proximity associated with (Y, k), then

(Y, k) is a Nachbin compactification iffC(X, 8) = {/<> k: fE C(Y)} n C(A", <).

Proof.  If (Y, k) is a Nachbin compactification, then by the Kakutani-

Stone Theorem K = C(Y, <), and so by (ii) of the Császár Compactification Theo-

rem C(A", 8)= {foK-.fEK} = {foKifE C(Y)} n C(X, <). Now suppose

C(X,8)={foK:fEC(Y)}nC(X,<). Let x, y G Y, x <y.  LetfEK. /o

k G C(A", S) and so /G C(Y, <). Thus /(x) <f(y). It follows that x <' y.

Hence <' and < are the same.

It follows from 5.19 that once we have a description of {/o k: /G C(Y)}

solely in terms of 5 we shall have a condition on 5 necessary and sufficient for

(Y, k) to be a Nachbin compactification. Such a description is provided by

5.20. Proposition.  Let X be an ordered topological space, (Y, n)an order

compactification of X, and let 8 be the associated quasi-proximity.   Then {/ok:

fE C(Y)} m d(C(X, 8) - C(X, 8)).

Proof.  First, we prove that V = C(A", 5) - C(X, 8) is a vector sublattice

of 5(A). Clearly, Fis a linear subspace of B(X). Letf,gEV,sayf=fl-f2,g =

tf, - S2. / V g = ((A + g2) V (gx + /2)) - (h + ii) G Fand/Ag =
-((-/) V (-g)) G V. d(V) is a closed vector sublattice of B(X) and so L =

{fE C(Y): /o k G d(V)} is a closed vector sublattice of C(Y). L contains constant

functions. By the Kakutani-Stone Theorem and the fact that L = -L, L consists of

fE C(Y) such that fix) - f(y) whenever x.yEY and g(x) = g(y) for all g EL.

L D C(Y, <) and so if g(x) = g(y) for all g E L, then x = y. Thus L = C(Y).

In view of 5.19 and 5.20 the following theorem is obvious.
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5.21. Nachbin Compactification Theorem I. Let X be an ordered topo-

logical space, (y, k) an order compactification of X, and let 8 be the associated

quasi-proximity.   Then (y, k) is a Nachbin compactification iff the only increas-

ing members of cl(C(Af, S) - CiX, 8)) are the members of CiX, 8).

We can reformulate 5.21 in such a way that no mention is made of CiX, 8).

Among all proximities p on X (recall that a proximity is a symmetric quasi-prox-

imity) with the property that A 8 B (and B 8 A) whenever A p B, there is a

largest, the symmetrization of 5, which we denote by 8s.  Namely, 5s is the

quasi-proximity defined by C(A", 5) - CiX, 8). It follows from the Characteriza-

tion Theorem that cl(C(Af, 5) - CiX, 8)) = CiX, 8s).  In the following definition

we give a condition on 8 which will insure that (y, k) is a Nachbin compactifica-

tion.

5.22. Definition.  Let (AT, S) be a quasi-proximity space. We shall say

that 5 has the property (*) iff r¡ = 5 whenever 17 is a quasi-proximity on X such

that r) C 5, <,, D <6, and rf = 8s.

5.23. Nachbin Compactification Theorem H. Let X be an ordered topo-

logical space, (y, k) an order compactification of X, and let 8 be the associated

quasi-proximity on X.   Then (y, k) is a Nachbin compactification iff 8 has the

property (*).

Proof.   Let r\ be the quasi-proximity on X defined by  CiX, <) n (/ok:

/G CiY)}. Since CiX, 8) C CiX, t?) C CiX, 8s), n* = 8s and n C 5. Since

CiX, 8) C CiX, 7?) C CiX, <), n is compatible.  Finally, CiX, 8) C CiX, tj) C

CiX, <) n {f ok: fE CiY)}. The theorem now follows.

It is possible to define 8s without reference to CiX, 8) (see [6, p. 20]),

but this description is, to say the least, cumbersome.  It would be quite desirable

to obtain a simple condition on 5 which would be necessary and sufficient for

(y, k) to be a Nachbin compactification of A".

5.24. Definition. Let Xbe an ordered topological space, and let (y,, Kj)

and (y2, k2) be order compactifications of X.  We shall say that (y,, k,) is

greater than iY2, k2) if there is a <p: y, —► Y2 such that

• ¡p is continuous,

• tp is order-preserving, i.e. x < y =» ip(x) < <¿>(y),

• k2 = v? o K,.

5.25. Theorem, ¿er X be an ordered topological space.

(i) IfiY¡, k¡) is an order compactification of X with associated quasi-

proximity 8¡, i = 1,2, then (y,, Kj) is greater than iY2, k2) iff8iC 82.

(ii) // K is a nonempty set of order compactifications of X, then there is

an order compactification of X which is greater than every member of K and is

smallest among all such compactifications.
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Proof, (i) Suppose 5, C 52. Let r\¡ be the compatible quasi-proximity

on y,,/= 1,2. A 8x B => A 82 B <* k2 [A] r¡2 k2 [B] and so k2 is a quasi-prox-

imity mapping of (A", 6,) to (Y2, r}2) and so by (ii) of the Császár Compactifica-

tion Theorem there is a quasi-proximity mapping $: Yx —► Y2 such that k2 =

yp o k,. v? is a continuous order-preserving mapping. Thus (Yx, k,) is greater

than (Y2, k2). Now suppose we are given that (Yx, kx) is greater than (Y2, k2).

Let ip: Yx —► Y2 be continuous, order-preserving and such that k2 = <p ° kx.

Let A 82 B.  By the Characterization Theorem and by (ii) of the Császár Com-

pactification Theorem there is an /G C(Y2, <) such that /o k2 is 1 on A and 0

on B. fotpE C(YX, <) and /o tp is 1 on k, [A] and 0 on kx [B], i.e. A 8X B.

Thus 8X C 82.

(ii)  Let A be the set of all quasi-proximities on X which are associated

with members of K. Let K0 be the intersection of all closed lattice cones on X

which contain UseA^A", S), and let 50 be the quasi-proximity defined by K0.

8Q is compatible and any order compactification associated with S0 will have the

desired properties.

6. An approximation theorem.   This section is devoted to proving the

Approximation Theorem (6.2 below) and to deriving as a corollary an extension

of a well-known result of Nachbin [15, Appendix, §5, Theorem 6]. A different

proof for part of the Approximation Theorem has been given in [3].

6.1. Definition.  Let A" be a set, S a nonvoid subset of 5(A), and let /G

B(X). The distance of /to S is defined to be the number dist(/, 5) = inf{||/-jj||:

£GS>.

6.2. Approximation Theorem.   Let X be a set, X0 a subset of X, K a

closed lattice cone on X, 8 the quasi-proximity defined by K, and let K0= {fE

K: f\X0 = 0}.  77ze7i for f E B(X), dist(/, K0) is the largest of the numbers

sup{J4(inf/[¿] - sup/[5]): A 8 B},

sup{inff[A]:A8X0},

sup {-sup f [B] :X0 8 B},(7)

and there is a k0 EK0 such that \\f- k0\\ = dist(/, K0).

Proof.  Set d = dist(/, K0), and let m be the largest of the above num-

bers. We first show that d > m and then complete the proof by showing the

existence of a k0 G K0 such that ||/- k0\\ < m.  Let k G K0, and set d' =

\\k -f\\. We must show that d' > m.   If A 8 B, then by 4.1(i), inf k[A] <

sup k[B] so that

inf/[yl] -d'<infik[i4] <supA:[ß] < sup/[ß] +d',

(7) In the case that XQ = 0, the two suprema involving Xq are taken to be 0.
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i.e. 2d' > inf/[yá] - sup/[5]. Thus

d' > sup{^(inf/L4] - sap f[B]) :A8B}.

IÎA8 X0, then again by 4.1(i), inf k[A] < sup k[X0] = 0 and so inff[A] - d'

<inik[A] < 0, i.e. d' > inf f[A]. Thus d' > sup {inf f[A]: A 8 X0}. Likewise

one sees that d' > sup {-f[B) : XQ8B}. Thus d' > m.  It follows that d > m.

Now we show the existence of k0. Define /*,/* G BiX) by

(fix) - m,     xEX~X0, (fix) + m,
f*(x)={ /*(*) = <

(0,      xEX0, (0,

xEX~XQ,

xEX0.

Suppose for the moment we have a k E K such that fm < k </*. Certainly, k

EK0. We claim that ||/- k\\ < m.  Clearly, \f- k\ < m on X ~ XQ. Let je G

Af0.   {*} 5 A"0 implies that /(jc) < m, and XQ 8 {x} implies that -fix) < m.

Thus |/- k\ < m on X0. Consequently, we need only find such a k, and to this

end it suffices, by the Interposition Theorem, to show that /» -\K /*. Let r, s G

R, r < s.  Suppose it is false that {x: f*ix) > s} <K {x: f*ix) > r}, i.e. {x:

f+ix) >s}8 {x: Uix) < r}. Since |/(jc)| < m for x G A"0, we have

'{x:fix)>s+m}UX0,     s<0,

{x:fix)>s + m}, s>0,
{x:Uix)>s} =

{x:f*ix)<r} =
{x:fix)<r-m}, r<0,

{x:fix)<r-m}UX0,      r > 0.

Set A — {x: fix) > s + m}, B = {x: fix) <r- m}. We consider, in order, the

cases r<s<0, r<0<s, 0<r<s.

r < s < 0. 04 U Af0) 8 5 and so A 8 B or XQ 8 B.  In case A 8 B, we have

m > '¿(inf/t.4] - sup/[5]) > ^(s + m) = m + Kis -f)>m,

and in case X0 8 B we have

/n > -sup/[5] > -r + m > m.

This disposes of the case that r < s < 0.

r < 0 < s.   In this case we have A 8 B which, as we have already seen,

leads to a contradiction. So much for the case r < 0 < s.

0 < r < s.  ^45 (5 U X0) and so /I 6 B or ^ S AT,,. We have already seen

that A 8B. Thus A 8 XQ.  m > inf/[/I] > s + m, our final contradiction.

63. Corollary.   If X is a compact topological space, K C C(A), and if
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fE C(X), then dist(/, K0) is the largest of the numbers

sup{tt(f(x)-f(y)): {x}8{y}},

sup{/(x): {x}5X0},

sup{-/(x):A-05 {x}}.

Proof.  By the theorem the largest of the above numbers does not exceed

dist(/ K0). Let A 8 B.  By the Translation Lemma, 5.8, there exist x G d(A)

and y E d(B) such that {x} S {y}. f(x)-f(y) > inff[A] - sup f[B]. Thus

sup{H(/(x) -f(y)) : {x} 8 {y}}= supí^inf/^l] - sup/[5]) : A 8 B}.

Likewise we see that

sup{f(x) :{x} 8 X0} = sup{inf/[^] : A 8 X0}

and

sup{-/(x) : X0 8 {x}} = sup {-inf f[B] :X08B}.

6.4. Corollary (Nachbin [15, Appendix, §5, Theorem 6]). Let X be a

compact topological space, K a closed lattice cone of continuous functions on X,

and let f E C(X). Then

dist(/, K) = sup{Hf(x) - f(y)) -x.yE X, k(x) < k(y) all kEK},

and there is a kEK such that dist(/, K) = \\f- k\\.

6.5. Corollary.   If X is a set, and if A is a closed subalgebra ofB(X),

with or without identity, then for fE B(X), there is a gEA such that dist(/, A)

= \\f-g\l

Proof. The hypotheses of 6.2 are satisfied by K = A + R • 1^ and XQ =

{x: g(x) = 0 for all g E A}.  In this case K0 = A.

In connection with 6.5 see [16], [12], [13], and [1, Chapter 3]. It is

shown in [1, 3.22-3.25] that the condition "A is a closed subalgebra of 5(A)"

of 6.5 cannot be replaced by the condition "A is a closed vector sublattice of

5(A)".
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